EU Guarantee Approvals

Disclaimer:

The approvals by the Investment Committee on the proposals to use the EU Guarantee to support financing and investment operations are made publicly available if the operation is also approved by the governing bodies of the Implementing Partners and as soon as the consent for disclosure has been obtained from the relevant counterparty. Information to be made publicly accessible shall not contain commercially sensitive information or personal data that are not to be disclosed under the Union data protection rules.

Financing and investment operations

The approval for the use of the EU guarantee by the InvestEU Investment Committee in its meeting of 20 – 21 October 2022 includes the below operations.

European Investment Bank (EIB):

BALTIC POWER OFFSHORE WINDFARM

GREEN DEVELOPER FINANCING PROGRAMME
Proposed InvestEU financing (approximate amount): EUR 300m
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European Investment Fund (EIF):

FRAMEWORK OPERATION FOR THE CAPACITY BUILDING INVESTMENTS PRODUCT
Framework Operation to support Sub-Projects with financial intermediaries operating in the microfinance, social enterprise finance and/or skills, education financing spaces

ST’ART S.A.
Capped direct guarantee to enhance access to finance for SMEs, small mid-caps and small public enterprises in the cultural and creative sectors in Belgium

JACOBS UNIVERSITY
Capped direct guarantee to enhance access to finance for students and learners in Germany

INCREASE OF FRAMEWORK OPERATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY GUARANTEE
Increase of the existing Framework Operation for Sustainability Guarantee to support financing to SMEs and small mid-caps
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